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ABSTRACT
This report 1s part of the general project, "Bu~lt-Up
Members in' Plastic Design tf, and particularly pertains to the
tests on longitudinally stirfened plate panelso It giv~s a
summary of compression testa condue,ted on thin steel coupons
made from the material used in the fabrication of the panelso
The tests were conducted through the stress-strain curve
including the strain hardening rangso
In order that the goals or the tests could be $dhieved,
it was necessary to develop two new pieces of testing equip-
mento These were a -strain gage to measure large str'ins ib
the strain hardening range and a devicejJ a compression jig,
which gave lateral support to the th~n coupons,o The ,strain
gage proved very effective in the plastic and strain
hardening rangeso
The test results showed a yield stress in compression
approximately 10% higher than the tensile valueo The elasti.c
modulus was the same in tension as in compreas1ono The
stress relieved coupons had a lower yield stress than the
nonheate:ttreated coupons in compression as well as in tensiono
The compressive prope'rties obtained in the plastic and strain
hardening ranges had approximately the same magnitude and
248010 -2
seatter as the properties obtained in tensiono The values
at: Est and est obtained in these regions compared favorably
with the values obtained from the tension teats :andw~re
more eonsiatento
The compressive propel'ties -were found to be dependen-t
on the direction of rolling, however, no cons1stent:re~
lationah1p could be establishedo
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10 INTRODUCTION
At present the material properties of structural stiel
are usually ~ourtd by perrorming tensile tests on steel
couponso In mos't cases the compressive properties of the
steel are assumed equal to the tensile properties and hence
these are used in all calculatlonso
Tests were p"erformed on stiffened plates at Lehigh
of}University ,to determine their strength 0 An analy~1s was to
be made to see how theory correlated wi th test r,esults. In
order to make the analysis, true properties of the material
in compression were neededo A comparison was to be made be-
tween the properties (Figo 1) obt'ained from tension and com-
pression tests and ir good correlation was observed future
material properties would b"a determined only from tension
tests, since they are much easier to makeo
The testing was to be performed on material obtained
from different parts of test panels, Figs. 2 and 3:
a 1/4 inQ thick plate, ST3B4025, ands 6. Jr 4-4--
An investigation was also to be made on the effect -of
heat~treating on the properties or the material and on the
directional properties of the material.
~~ Project 248g BuiltesUp Membe:rs in Elss,tic Design
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In order that the compression testing could be carried
out, some means or lateral support had to be devised to pre-
vent buckling of the thinner coupons. A description is pre~
sented herein of the development of a supporting dev,ice he'ra-
after called a compression j1g~ Fig o 40
As testing progressed, the scope of the desired properties
widened and it was decided to also obtain the strain hardening
strain E at and the strain hardening modulus Est. o~ the steel
in compressioD o These values were to be compared with the
corresponding values obtained from tensile tests'o
Gages available for compression testing make this a
di:fficult tasko The gages are ei.ther undependable for the
size of specimens uS,ad or else have a limited str_ln_rangeo
Other gages such as the Huggenberger strain gage require great
care 9 and even then it is very dif£lcult to avoid human error.
A survey of available gages was made an.d it w8sdecided that
more satisfact6ry ~esults could be obtained from an improved
'1...JjI
version of a gage previously used by Alfons Huber'(. This
gage is called the Hubermeter in this papero
A comparison was made between the tests per£ormed with
the more commonly used gages and equipment and the tests per-
formed with the testing ~quipment developed in this project~
It was found that truer yield stress values could b,a obtained
at...Numbers refer to mat.aria·l listed in rei'eretlc~~0
from the jig supported specimens. The Hnggenberger gs._ge per-
formed the best in the elastic range, while the Hubermeter
" .
ga.ve excellent results in the plastic and strain.-harden1ng
ranges.
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20 TESTING APJ>ARATUS
201 General
Three ma..jor requirtements had to be fulf'illed :for the
c-oupon testing: the coupon had to be prevented .from buok-
ling, the load had to be applied concentrically to the
coupon, and a gage capable of giving strain values far into
the strain hardening range had to be usedo The setup used
to achi,eve these goals is shown in Figo 60 The coupon (1)
is supported from buckling laterally by the compression jig
(2), while the subpress (4) partially helps center the load.
The stra.ins are measured by the Huberl1leter (3).
The problem of accurately measuring strains and small
displacements 1s a difficult and fascinating oneo Since the
movements to be measured may be well below those which can
be detected by the unaided eye, it is obvious that some sort
of magnification or their effeots 18 needed. The most ob-
vious solution is to magnify the movements mechanic'ally by
a system of levers, or similar means. To design such a
system seems at £1rst glance to be easy. I~ one lever gives
a magn1.fication of t~n to one, then a combination of two
should give a magnification of one hundred to one and so OD.
Many problems not previously considered crop up when this
proced~re is triedo Faotors such as friction, lost motion,
the weight and inertia of the gage and flexibility begin to
-6:
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reduce to a great extent the reliability and magnirication
power or the gageo The difficulties increase rapidly with
the degree o£ magnificationo
Another method of measuring strains is with electrical
gages 0 Of the electrical gages the resistance type is the
most popular one 0 The theory of.' the resistance type o'r gage
is to express a reading a.s the function of a resistance
change produced by the displacemento Each gage length or
wire is cemented to the COUPODo The wires cannot buckle
and need not be praloadado The cement gives enough support
so that the gage will respond to compression as well as
tensiono The principle of operation is based on the formula
for the resistance of a eonduetoro
R ;:: P~
R = resistance of conductor
e= specific resistance
L = length of conductor
A - cross-sectional area of conduotor
The electrical gages needed for the compression coupons would
have to be o:f short length and wid tho The gage would there-
fore be more sensitive to local variations of strain o Hence
if local yield lines would occur beneath the gage the gage
would not be giv1ng the true strain in the whole coupon.•
This makes the e'lectric resistance gage unusable beyond the
yield pointo
248010
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2Q2 Hubermeter
-8
As mentioned previously a gage similar to the one dis-
cussed herein was designed by .~o Huber in 19510 He used his
gage to measure compressive strains in the strain hardening
range in order to obtain the strain hardening modu!uso
The construotion o£ the Hubermeter is based on a com-
bination of electrical and mechanical gage principleso The
method or design used is given in Figo 60 The graphs in
Figso 7 and 8 were used to fix the final dimensions of the
Hubermetero
As shown in -Fig¢ 6 p the gage acts as a two hinged
rectangular £rameo A deflection of the supports towards
each other causes bending moments in the beam,. L2 0 The
bending atr&ins are measured by two electrical resistance
strain gages mounted on ito A definite relationship exists
between the strains measured on the beam and the actual
stra.ins in the COUPODo The Hubermeter was c-alibrated with
a Templin callbrator 7 Figo 100' A gage factor e/e* = 32075
was obtained which is in very good agreement with the theo-
retically computed value of 33050, where e is the strain in
the coupon and e* is the sum of the absolute values of the
bending strains at the center or the beam4 Huber computed
a theoretical gage factor of 94 and obtained a calibrated
£actor of 850750
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The gage was connected to two rods on the calibrator,
which were displaced a known distanceo The gage factor is
obtained from the known displacement and the SRe-4 readingso
Figo 11 shows the values obtained from the calibratoro The
parallel lines indicate that if loading and unloading is
allowed p the gage oontact points will slipo
The de~lection or the bases is caused by the sho~tening
of the gage length of the compression coupon, LQo The change
in length is transmitted to the frame by the rour contact
points,9 Figo 90
As the coupon strains~ a force is developed on the screws
which tends to force the gage contact points closer togethero
Small impressions may be made on the coupon to prevent slip~
ping of the contact pointso These impressions~ however,
should be made very small in comparis'on to the gage lengtho
It is evident that the forces at the points as well as all
other forces, such as gage weight should be kept as small as
poss1blso The magnitude of ~orces developed on the contact
points at the extreme of the testing range was one of the
factors controlling the Hubermeter dimensions and selection
of aluminum as the fabrication materialo
The main design problemj), however, was to proportion the
Hubermeter so that a low gage factor could be obtained in
order that a su:fricient range o£ readings could be made'on
the strain indicator in the strain hardening rangeo The gage
factor varies inversely with the force developed on ~he~sorews,
hence p a design. had to be made which most nearly satisfied
both requirements ~ minimum £oroe and a low e;age factor 0 ,.
Some other factors set limiting values on the gage
dimens1ons~ the gage was limited in width by the dimension.s
of the compression jig~ Figo 4 and the beam portion of the
Hubermeter had to be of sUfficient length and width to allow
for the mounting of the atrain gageso Alsop it was desired
to keep the Hubermeter gage as trim and compact as possibleo
The weight of the gage should be kept small and coneentrated
as close as possible to the surface of the specimen; if the
gage ia fPtopheavyfY » its weight may produce a strong tendenoy
to tip it» thereby causing one set of contact points to slide
laterallyo The clamping pres~ure would then or neoessity
need to be increased to keep the minimum pressu~e adequateo
It has been found that the s tr-a in, hardening modulus for
steel can best be obtained in the region between the strain
hardening, est, and a strain of approximately 0.005 in./in.
beyond est20 These strains induced stresses of approximately
13 p OOO psi in the HUbermeter, which is well below the yield
strength of the aluminum (2024 T-4 aluminum with cry = 47 ksi
and EAL = 10xl06 psi). The HUbermeter was calibrated at
this and higher stresses a.nd the gage factor was found to
remain a constant 320750
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The Hubermeter was machined from a block 3inox2inox2ino
Fabrication from one solid piece was necessary in order that
the gage act as ~ rigid £rameo Fabrication of· the gage in
parts would most likely have intorduced some lost motion at
joint oonnectionso The gage factor woul'd than vary during
testing and this is undesirableo
203 Huggenberger Extenscometerand SR~4 Gages
The Huggenberger tensometer is a light weight se,lf con-
tained instrument~ relying solely on a compound~lever system
for magnification of displacementso Since even normal wear
has a tendency to change the gage factor; the Huggenberger
tensometer should be calibrated at frequent intervalso The
gages used in the tests were calibrated before each test
seriss o The two Huggenberger gages used in the test series
were calibrated with a Templin ca11brator$ Figo 12Q It
should be noted that the gage ractors or the Huggenberger
gages was not affected by st~ain reversalo
Extreme care must be exercised in the, use_ of these gageso
EXcessive mounting pressure may damage the instrument knife
edgeso However$ sufficient .pressure must be applied to pre-
vent slippage of the contact points under action of opera~
tional rorceso Despite elaborate precautions in mounting,
a "lag" usually attributed to slippage is characteristio of
the Huggenberger gageo Although. the lag may be of little
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consequence in large stra1ns~ se:rious e,rrors may result in
the measurement or small strains such as in the elastic
range 0 Tappin.g the gage lightly t'ends,1:;o minimize .the lag
effecto Even considering all the minor disadv8:ntages ~t:.
the gage, good readings can be obtain,ad if care 1~ taken. in
mounting an,d operating i t.o The- Huggenberger gage falls into
the AoSoToMo designation for Class A extensometeI's which
have a maximum error or indicatedstra1n equal to 0,400001
ino/ino Extensometers in this class may be used to find the
yield stress and modulus of elastic! tyo, The Huggenberger
gage is not very good in the plastic and strain hardening
ranges, where the strains are very large., Frequent rec=
setting or the gage in,dice. tor 1s required wi th the PQssibili ty
of er'rors being introducedo
Japanese 3=21~~ electrical resistanoe strain gages were
used on some of the coupons o They have a gage facter of 1~98
and a strain range of about 1 1/2 c= 2 p~roent·o The gage
leng~h1s 5/16 u and the width is 5/64" 0 The gage width was
3/64 fY narrower than. the thickness o.f the CPo coupons o Figo 15
shoWB an electrical gage mounted on a coupono
with ap~I!exima:tely the same lengthjt width dimensions and s.
similar strain range were usedo The electrical gages proved'
1r Dis,tributed by. Metrix~ Ine 0 ~ WalnutCreek,C~lirorn1a
~r* Manufactured by Baldw1n=;oLimat=Hamilton, Walt,ham 54, Masso
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to be very difficult to mouD.to In the elastic range the
gages runctioned quite well, however, when the coupon had
reached its yield-stress the readings were nQ longer
reliableo
204 Compression Jig
The determination or tensile properties of sheet
materials has already reached a high deg~ee of standardi-
zatioDo However, no particular method of determining com-
pressive properties in sheet materials has gained accep-
tance to the extent that standard procedures could be
establishedo
In compression tests of sheet material it is necessary
that sufficient lateral support be furnished to prevent
premature buckling of the coupon. WithQut lateral support
it is unlikely that certain quantities, such as yield
strength, and strain hardening strain could be obtained
for thin coupons. 'While offering suppor't ,',r the jig should
not introduce any restraint to lateral' expansion of the
speeimeno The increase of the thickness of the sheet under
axial compression is restrained to some extent, however, by
certain types of compression jigs through, pins, rollers, or
guides 0
A survey was made of jigs. previously design.edo A brief
description or some of the more important jigs is given in
order to acquaint the reader with the dirrerent types &1$0
ready usedo A discussion of the advantages and disadva~tages
of these jigs is also giveno After considering the merits of
the various types, a jig was designed exhibiting most of the
desired characteristicso
Most of the methods for making "G1ompress1on tests were
devised in the 194°180 One of the ,/'earller methods 1s the so)
r
!
called "pack method" introduced b'Yf' Messrs 0 Co ,So Aitchison
I3 !
and Lo Bo Tuekemeno The pack method obtains lateral support
in the weak~ thickness direction by means of a sufficient
number of pieces of the same material stacked on both sides
of one wider coupon on which the strain gages are mountedo
0'
The laminations are cemented wlth-shellaco The outside sheets
are supported by rods ~ which a~e Dl'seed by an ext.srior f':rame.-,,
wor·ko Th,e whole assemblage 1s loaded during the testo
FTobably the most serious disadvantage of the pack method"
is the high ,cost of machining the relatively large ooupons
that must be preparedo Furthermore, pac'k specimens" or thin
and strong materia'ls tend to b'Uekle not withstanding \:t'h~
elaborate 8upporto The time reqUired to set, up the coupons
in the testing mach1n~ 18 rather lengthy beea'use of the la'rge
number of steel pins that must be in~1v1dual17 'adjusted to
restrain the coupon laterally during atesto
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A cylinder method of testin~ introduced by Nessrso
Ro Franks and Wo 00 Binder requ~res rolling the sheet
material into a tUbeo 4 The ends of the tube are turned and
ground preparatory to end loading during the compression
testo Such cylinders are prevented from buckling locally
by maintaining .. a~, certa.in maximum d1ameter~t~-=thiokneas rat·io 0
Primary buok11n,g i.a prevented by maint-aining a oertain maxi-
mmn length~to~diameter ratioo The principal objection to
the use of the-cylinder'method 1s the co~d work~n~ ·that the
specimen must ~un.der.go in .forming a satisfactory cyllndero
Cold wo~king introduces uncertainties in the mechanical state
of the metalo I Metals that ha.ve already been eold .. rolled are
probably not as se~lously afrected by the forming of the
cylinder 0 However 9 annealed» mild or_low~alloy ,steels
"develop residual ~treases when formed into eyl~n4~rs0 Annealc:.
ing of such e~lind~rs may wipe out· residual .st~es~eaJ but it
may change other initial propertisso
Thin ste~l sheaths were used by ~o Wel~er ,t~fprevent
his aluminum coupons from bucklingo 5 The cqmp~e$sion load
was applied by means of small platens6 The'maln·disadvantage
of an arran.gement such as WelteI' isis the nUli1e.1!o1Js screw
attachments needed for his type or setup~ Also a sturdier
:.. - ~
setup would b~ needed ,for steel ooupons and thus does pot
seem to be practicalo
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Wo Po Montgomery and RQ Lo Templin devised a jig in
which support was .provided by rows o.f 0 0 093 ino rollers
6spaced 0 0 10 ino aparto It was argued by others that to
supply the lateral support by a series of rollers rather
than solid guides did not seem to be the correct_procedure,
because the rQllers might not necessarily turn and because
they would have·a t.endency to indent the coupono 5 However,
it seems to the writer that the rollers would hav~ to turn
since the frictional force that would be dev~lop~d on the
coupon would ~robably be greater'than the resisting force
developed by the roller on the ipino Test values obtained
using this jig,comI?ared favorably w_~th values., obtained from
th~ upaek tt methodo Although test values, from th~~ jig were
good, it was decided that a jig giving similar test results,
but easier to fabricate would be usedo
A fixture for compressive tes,ts of thin sheet material
was designed by J. Miller. 7 It consisted of two hardened
steel ~uides between which the ooupon was held by two adjust~
able clamps 0 Miller tested aluminum coupons 1/2 ino wide by
2 1/4 in o longo His test results were in good agreement with
those obtained by the pack method and the Montgomeryt=OTemp11n
jigo
A jig similar to Miller's was designed by H~ LaTour and
Do Wolford, for testing steel coupons 1/2 1n~ wide a~d 2 ino
6longo The t~st results compared favorably with results
...,
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obtained from coupons tested with the ttpack ff method and
Montgomery~Templin single thickness method o Test values
were also compared with values obtained rrom short un-
supported ooupons and good correlation was observedo This
jig is much easier to fabricate than the others and at the
same time it gives reliable test resultso
The LaTour~Wolford jig was selected for this project.~~
A modified version of it was designed and :fabrio,at,ad, Figs. 4
and 130 All portions o£ the j~g were smoothly fini~hed~ The
edges of the lateral support blocks next to the coupon were
machined with a groove in order that the Huggenberger gages
could be attached to the coupons without interference from
the blockso The grooves can be seen in Figo 130 The
movable support block wa. given skew sides in order that
Bupport rrom the whole face .of the block could be given to
flange specimens which have a variable thickness 0
205 Bearing Block and SUbpre~s
In compression testing, coupon ends should bear against
smooth :rin1shed suri'aeeso These surfaces should be as par-·'·
allel as pos8ib~eo It 1s necessary in compression testing
that the load be applied concentrio to the coupon. ~rrec­
tiona for errors of nonparallel1sm of the testing machine
* Permission was obtained to fabricate the jig trom the
Armco Steel 'COrpora.tion who hold the patent rights.
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head and bed can be readily made with an adjustable bearing
blocko such a bearing block was used in some of the testso
The block 1s essentially, comprised of: two hSI'dened' steel
disks one surface of eac~ being out, of parallel with the
other by a definite bU.t relat.1vely small amount. The disks
are mad.e so that when. one is placed upon the other, with
the thickest dimension of one opposite the thinnest of the
other, the overall thickness of the two will be constant.
As one of the tap~red disks is rotated upon the other the
\
assembly as a whole becomes a tapered dis~o
It was £ound, however, that the use o~ a subpress was
more advantageo'us'~ The subpress carr acts automa tlcally f'or
any nonparallelism of the machine head q However, it does
not .correct for irregularities in the COUPODo Pieces of
tissue paper were placed ..between the coupon and subpress
when nonpara,llel coupon ends were indicated during coupon
alignment 0
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30 COMPR~SION COUPONS
The test coupons were nut from plates andstirfeners
i 1 1 h 8compos ng stiffened p ate pane s of t e research program 0
As it was desired to investigate the matsrial properties
o
at different angles to rol11ng~ coupons were taken at 0 ,
45° and 90° to the direction o~ rollingo The location from
which the test coupons were taken is shown in Figso 2 and 3.
Tables 1 and 2 give the specific location of coupons and
their oreintation to the direction of rollingo
The coupons were of two diff'erent len'gtha ~ 2 3/8 in.
and 1 1/8 in, 0 ASTM recommends tha t in order to obtain a
representative streBs~strain curve the following require-
ments should be satisried9~
~ "7b
G ~t
Lt.5i: 7 L 7 G+2b
,<
wherez
G = gage length
, b = width of coupon
L c length of coupon, and
t ~ thickness of coupon
The above relation.shipsare summarized in Fig~ 14,0
The flange and web coupons were of such dimensions that
the above requwements could not be met ror unsupported
coupons 0 They had a thickness of approximately 0012 in.
which would make the required length 0054 i~o or lesso
This 1s impractical for testing, also the gage length re-
quirement oould not be meto Therefore~ it was necessary to
~1.9t;;;a
fabricate a compression jigo All 1/4 ina thick coupons
originating from the plates could be tested without a jigo
However g twenty~four plate coupons (Flgo 15) were made of
such size so as to make the lateral support necessaryo ~hls
was done in order that a comparison could be made between
supported and unsupported eouponso·
The compression jig was made 2025 ino in heighto The
Bupported coupons extended 1!8 ti beyond the jlg~ thereby pro~
viding sufficient length of ,-.:coupon ·~.l when testing into strain
hardening was desiredo
Coupons were fabricated from original and heat~treated
(T=8 and T=9) plate panel materia18 0 A comparison was made
to determine the effects o~ heat~treating on compressive
propertieso
Care was taken to produce no local deformations or cold
working effect due to the machining processo The test cou-
pons were sawed rrom the spare portions of plates and
st1ffeners~ Figso 2 and 30 They were brought to their final
shape by a finish surface grinder in bundles of nin.e to sizQ
In all thirty=eight coupons o:f 2 3/8 in.o length and eighteen
coupons of 1 1/8 ino length were fabricatedo Lengths were
measured within 0 0 001 inc while width and~th1ekne8s dlmenl=>
sions were measured w~th1n 0 0 0001 ino
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40 TEST PRO-CEDURE
The test,procedure can be broken dewo into four main
operations~ cleaning the coupon 'and jig, attaching the
strain gages, alignment of the coupon in the sUbpres~, and
£inallY$ loadingo They are discussed in the order of their,
occurrence in the test1ngo
First the coupon ends and the bearing Buri'acas were
cleaned before placing the coupon in the jigo Tna coupon
was givan a thin coa t of whi te petroleum j ally and inserte,d
between the lateral supports o:r the j1go The coa,ting was
given to help prevent the development of large frictional
forces on the specimen s1deso The adjustab~e Bcr~ws on~the
jig were tightened until the specimen barely slid :between
the support blocks under its own we1ght~ After alittl~,
practice approximately the same amount or restra1nt~Qo~fd
be consistentl'y appl~edo ,When the sliding or the coupop is
not smooth but jerky, there may be foreign Matter ,between
the coupon and the supportso The lower end was then cen~ered
over the pedestal of the subpress, the 'excess lubrioant
having been previously wiped off the bottom of th~ coupC?n
and j1go
If' the coupon was to be tested with electr1cal~strlin
gages, the gages would, have already been attaehedo However,
if the Huggenberger extensometer or Hubermete~ was to be
used with the coupon, they would be attached at this sta.ge~
~21-
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Alignment could be checked by applying load and ob~
serving the strain increments on both sides of the coupono
Alignment was considered satisfactory if at a stress of 40
percent of the yield stress the strain of anyone gage did
not deviate by more than ~ 5 percent from the average or
both gageso Ir a greater di~rerence then 5 percent was ob~
served, the specimen was shimmed up with thin layers of
tissue paper on the shorter sideo Alignment could be easily
performed with the Huggenberger extensometer or electrical
resistance strain gages, but would be inaocurate with the
Hubermetero If the Hubermeter was to be us~d ,the Huggenberger
extensometers were first attached to align the coupon more
accuratelyo
After alignment -was considered satisfactory, load was
applied to the COUPOD o The coupons were loaded, in the
elastic range with a cross head speed of 0012 iDo/m1no; in
the plastic range with a speed or 0025 iDo/mino; and in the
a·train hardening range wi th a cross head speed or 0012 in o/mlno
Ten to twenty minutes was allowed atter each load application
for the dynamic efrecta or the load to fall ofro Approxi~
mately twelve load and strain readings were taken in the
elastic ran~ge, with six to eight readings being taken in both
the plastic range and the strain hardening rangeo
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50 TEST ,RESULTS
5 0 1 General
The compressive pr0perties and ethel1 chara,cter1stics
o.t: the eomp~ess1on coupons are givan in Tables 1 and. -20
Figo 15 shows one of: the ooupons which, was tsste,d wi th an
eleotrical gageo Figs,o 16 and 17 show the 1 1/8 ino coupons
being tested in the elastio and plastic ranges, respeetivelyo
Figso 18 and 19 show the 2 3/8 lno coupons being tes~ed in
the elastic an.d plastic ranges 0 Figs 0 20 through 23 show
tension and compression stress strain curves plotted fItom
ave~agei values 0' All the coupons tested rrom dlrrerent seo-
tions are represented in these graphso Flgso 24; 25, and
26 show b'ar graphs ot average values of' the static yield
stress Gay' the strain hardening ~traln est, and the strain
hardening modulus Est· obtained· from the tension and com-
pression testso
J
5&2 CouponaFrom Plates or Specimens Tl through .T-5
The coupons originating from the platas of specimens
T-l through T-5 were labeled the .OP and SP eouponso The
OP coupon's had a length of 2 3/8 in. while the SP.' coupons
were 1 1/8 in~ ·long~ The respective widths were 3/4 in.
and 1/4 ino
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The CP coupons were tested at 0°, 45°, and 90° to the
direction of rollingo The average yield stress obtained 1n
these three respective directions was 41068, 43004, and ;43084
ksi 0 The directional values of the modulus 0':£ elast:L-c+ ty were
3lo6xl06, 29076xl06, and 3lo56xl06 psi, respectively for 0°,
45°, and 90°0 The average values of the, yield stress and
elastic modulus for all the OP specimens are plotted in
Fig o 20 with the corresponding average tension values. It
might be noted that the variation rrom the average yield
stress value was a 1: 5%, while the variation from the average
elastio modulus value was a 1:, 7%0
A loading and unloading sequenoe was' 'performed with five
or t~~ ,pp oouponso It gave an! average elastic modulus of
3lo7xl06 psi in loading and 30olxl06 psi in unlQading a
dirference of 5%6 Three of the OF coupons were tested with
Huggenberger extensometers; four with 8-21 strain gages an.d
two with AB~5 gageso
The SP coupons were tested in two directions to polling,
0° and 900 0 An average. yield stress or 43044 ks1 and'
44084 ka1 was obtained in the two respective directlonso
The elastic modulus values in the same two d~rect1ons, were
29olxl06 psi and 30006xl06 psi, respeetivelyo In deter-
mining the average elastic modulus values, the values of
1805xl06 psi and 2406xl06 psi from coupons SP-l and SP-3
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were not us~d sines the gages had not runct~oned properlyo
All SP coupons were tested with Huggenberger gages 0
503 Coupons From ST3B4025
The coupons originating from the ST3B4Q25 were of two
types~ flange and web couponso The coupons were all 2 318 ft
long$ with 0° orientation to rollingo An average yield
stress o~ 50056 kai was obtained for the web coupons and a
40030 kai average for the flange couponso There was a ! 5%
deviation rromthe average web yield stress and a 1 205%
from the average flange yield stresso The average web and
rlange elastic moduli were 2809xI06 psi and 2903XI06 psi,
respectivelyo
A stress strain curve of the average values is shown
in Figo 210 Figso 25 and 26 show a comparison between tensi1e
and compressive values of eat and Esto All coupona~ except
ons» which was tested with"- a Huggenbel~ger gage»_ were tested
wi th;, the Hubermeter 0
504 Coupons From Plates T~6 Through T~lO
The coupons designated AP from these plates had similar
dimensions as the OP coupons ~rom plates T~l through T~5~
However, some of the coupons in this series were taken from
material which was stress relieved by heat treatmento The
S and SF coupons also had similar geometric dimensions,
however~ aIlS coupons were .from stress relieved mateFialo
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The coupons which were not stress relieved by haat-
treatment exhibited an average yield stress of 43038 ksi
wi th a .. .:t 2% variationo The coupons, o~1ented at 0° and 90°
to rolling, showed yield stresses of 43666 ks! and 43010 ksi,
respectivelyo The average elastic modulus for the coupons
was 29050xl0 6 psio In computing the average values of Gay
and E all coupon test values were includedo
The stress relieved AP coupons were all cut at 0° to
rolllngo An average yield stress'of 4001 ksi was obtained.
In computing the average yield stress the values of' coupons
AP~9 and AP~14 were excludedo These two yield stress values
were 7()2% greater than the average and it was concluded that
t 0 9 much support may have been introduced on these cO.up<;>ns,.
thus making a load much greater than the true yield stress
necessary for yieldingo
An average elastic modulus o£ 2909xl06 psi was obtained
for the stress relieved couponso In computing the average
elastic modulus the value of 26~7xl06 psi obtained for AP-l
".
was excludedo This low value like all th~ other low elastio
moduli previously mentioned were most likely due to the
coupon not being in good alignment. Fig. '20 shows stress-
strain curves plotted from average value~ of the data for
both types of AP couponso Figso 24, 25, and 26 show a bar
graph comparison of average test values obtained in tension
and compressiono
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The short 1 1/8',~" coupons,P whie.h were deaigna,ted the S
coupons 9 showed an average yield stress value of 4307 kaio
This was 9% higher than _the AP" coul?ons ':iiWhich- were similarly
stress relieved by heat treatment<> 'The' higher yield stress
values were probabiy due to the rabric~tion processo The
coupons were brought to their rinal dimension_s with a .finish
surface grinder which introduced' coid worl{ing~- The in-
fluence of the cold working easily .arfected the whole CQU-
pon p since they were or small 6ross~seetiono Hence any
coupons of small cross~section should be brought to their
.final dimension.s by a process which introduoes less cold
workingo
The average yield stress at 0° and 90_0 to rolling was
4305 ksi and 4403 ksi respectivelyQ ,The deviation from
these value's was approximately .± 2%0 The average elastic
6
modulus for all coupons was 2908xlO' paio Values obtained
i.nthe plastic and strain hardening ranges for the S coupons
are listed in Table 20
All AP and S coupons were tested with either a
. Huggenberger gage or the Hubermetero
505 Coupons From 6Jr404
All coupons from this section were at 0° to rolling
with four web and four rlange ooupons testedo Two web and
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two flange coupons had previously been stress relieved by
heat trea'tmento The regular web coupons showed an average
yield stress of 4509 ks! while the stress relieved web cou-
pons had an average yield stress o~ 4106 ksio The average
elastic moduli were 29025xl0 6 psi and 3107xl06 psi for the
stress relieved couponso
The average yield stress for £lange coupons was 40005
ksi and 38005 ka! for the stress relieved couponso The
elastic moduli values were 2904xl06 psi and 28x~o6 psi for
the stress relieved couponso Figso 22 and 23 show stress~
strain curves of the average values for the regular and
stress relieved couponsO- Table 2 gives the '~'indiv1dual
values of the compressive properties in tqe plastic and
stra1n"~hardenlng ranges .for the coupons tested in those
rangeso
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6 * DISCUSSION
The discussion o£ the results will cover the directional
properties of the steel as aftected by rolling and heat
treatment, a comparison of the compressive and tensile pro~
parties, a comparison of values from laterally supported
.~n4 un~upporte~ coup~~s, and rinallYJ a discussion of the
test equipment specially developed for the testso
Cold working consists of the plastic deformation of a
" , I· ",
metal ~,t such temperature.-s and at suc,h rates that nore~
crystallization oc~urs d-qrit;lg the proceas,o Under such
conditions the metal 1s strain hardenedo The rolling of
steel at room temp~rature is cold working;t'he rolling, of
I :
steel at higher temperatures 1s also cold working provided
no recrystallization occur~ during the processo Cold
working' is accompanied by an incre'Q'se-""ln t'he yield and
iultime. te stress l land a ·de"cre'a'se :in dU,ctl1i tyo
The yield stress of theCP and SP coupons .~as great~r
by 409% and 309% respectively, in the tra~s~er~e ~lrection
as compared to the longitUdinal direction of rollingo
l , I ' r I 4 ' • ~ , l ' r I '.,' .• ~ ~ I
However, the AP coupons which were not heat treated had a
103% greater !~.e~,d stress in the direction of' rolling than
at 90° to rollingo The moduli of elasticity ~or the cou-
pons were approximately the same 1n both directions to
rolling '(00 and- 900)~ From the data given it oan be seen
\ ~ , "
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the. t the compres·siva properties are dependent on the direc-
tion of rolling» howeve~» no consistent relation·ship could
be establishedo Possibly with a greater number o£ tests
come definite relationship could be determinedo Most
likely there would be no great difference in the yield
strength at different directions' to rolling for carbon
stee18 H0wever~ it shou'ld' n'o't be' assumed' that 'this is 'the
case foi~ ali st!ee~fs ~ i ; Tie'sts' ha've'; been. madel iby i otners on
austenitic stainless steels, which become quite anisotropic
when strengthened by cold rollingo 10 However~ tests run on
cold rolled low-carbon~' mild and high-strength steels
showed only slight variations in the stress-strain charac-
tarle'tics with respect to grain "direction whi'ch was s"1milar
to the tests described in ,this papero It oan also be con-
cluded that' cold' roll'ing h~s 11ttle if any' effect' on the
modulus of elasticity of the metalo This has also been
11found to be the c'aae in tests made by otherso
Heat treatment has ,the effect of ohanging the pro-
perties of the material besides relieving residual, stresseso
\ ' :"-1' ,. , I.
Two separate groups or heat treated coupons g the AP and S,
were testedo The heat treated AP coupons showed a yield
i I' i .' I,' ' 'i
stress ,whioh was 802% smaller than s'imilar AP coupons whi_,ch
~f I r~: j ~ ~
were not stress relievedo Similarly, the web and flange
coupons ,. which·' were" stres·s relieved showed a yield stress 9.·4%
and $00% lower than similar coupons which were not stress
relievedo Renca p it can be concluded that stress relieving
by heat treatment does lower the yield stress by approxi-
mately 5 to 10%0
The S coupons which were made from the same heat
treated plate material as tn~ AP coupons which were heat
treated did not show the sarne low yield streSSQ The higher
yield ~tresa was apparently due to the finish grin.ding of
" .',i I. !:' ~ ,
the fabrication processo Th:e sur.face cold working due to
the grinding easily affected ,the ~hole coupon sinee the
cross~section was smallo The elastic moduli values of the
Sand AP coupons~ however 9 were approximately the sameo
Before comparing the results from the compression and
. ~ ~ I. . ?t:
tension tests» a brief description of the ten~ion coupons
and method o~ testing is presented (8) 0 . The dimensions of
the ten~ion coupons were ~peclfied,ac~ordi~g to the ASTM
_standards (Designation E=8=54T) 0 A gage length of' four
inches was used 9 and the width of the reduced section was
3/4 ino , The tension tests were conducted with a T1nius
Olsen Testing machine of 120~ObO Ibo capacity (the same
machine was used .for the compress ion, tes'ts) (1 In each test,
an extensometer (TinluB Ol'sen 'Type 'Se:;,l') wa.:s first attached
to the coupon arid a load=strain'curve was automatically
plotted until tlie strain hardening curve was well estab~
lishedo Then the extensometer was removed and the strain
readings were taken using a pair or dividers and a ruler
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with ~ne hund1re;ath 'inch divisions. Avera,ge s.t.r.-a.i~ ra;:te,:~,~;~·s';e,·a.
was 0" Oc2~ in/min bef<V;'e yielding ac 0" 36 in/win aiter yieldlng"
'.'/,1,
The yieldpr~perty Pc! the m~t:er~al,,:;,waB .d,er,in-ad py' the ,:,~J,:'D«~~:1·c
'· .. ·f •. ": .. ":"-1 •• ,t. • -'
yield stre,s,s level, t'hat is the y.~eld ~ s)tre'S.$, fo~, a ze'~o
\ .,.. i . I
strain :u-ateq
All of the compre~~ion.,~couPo.ll,s showed '8. ,9o.n~ddEi!r!~~y_
higher y1'eld stre:;as than the tension ooupons. ·The eo,trl-
pression "Jt9u.p.,ons from the plat,e of ,'1'-1 through T-<5' sho'l-re-d
a, yield stress 7o·9%hi.gher than 'the tension eoupo~.'~i,j,;. ~hi:1EJ'
'~-~i."'l.·'~r·· ...+ .~,
the web 9.fld flange eoupons frolll tp.e ST3BJ¥·.2.~,'sho.wed"-1ield
s,1;r'ssses 900% and 705% hi,ghe,r, respeetive,ly. The oo~pon's
from plates T~6 through T-IO had yj,.eld st,~e:sses,9.,';8'% ~r~\'d
lOol%"higher than the tension coupons for the regUia'k',,"',ifrid:-~
heat .treated c'oupons, res'pe,c,tively. The gre.atest dift'~'rencec'
be.,t,we,en,· ,the :b·em·s,c1i~e arrd"" cozn,pres"s1va y1el'd stres"s va:l~e's' was ".
tor tAe 6,Jr404o The nonhe,at treated web and flange coupons
's~,o:W,~;d yalu'e·s 15..,6% and 110,·5% highe'r than s1mi.;I..ar tensile
:", ," ":,,,,",,!',, '.
'COUPO~iS':,,'wh'i1Le tn'e' heat t'r-e~a\ted ~c"o"up.on,s ·~e,Xh1bltoed a y;~·+:d
stres,s 1·905',% and 140,6% "ll~;t,gher-~':.for the web and fla:qge a.ou-
pons, re,s'pectively. ~!+e .:web :"an·d flanges had sk;ewed sides"
~'hus it may 'Qe tha t t·he la-t-e~al support was too ~eat on
certain pp,r.t;ions thereby givi1;1g rise to e:r:r6neoli,~ results.
Tests rp,a,de by othersalsos.howed h,i~~er va'J.ue'~ fOr yield
st~:es;s in ~\Qmpr~r,~:.~iotl than. in tension. '. H~we"..e:r, ~9:ne" ·h,ave..
shown the extreme differences found in the 6Jr4.4o Com-
pression tests run by Johnston and Opila showed a 1.8%
higher yield stress in compression than in tension(12).
Their coupons were 3/4 ino thick and did not require a jig.
The coupons in this test series were 1/4 in. thic.k or 'less.
When material is rolled to thinner th1,cknesses the stress
strain characterist~cs are affected to a greater extent
boy rollingo Tests conducted by Collins 8:nd -nolan on' car--
bon steel, sho~ed yield strength values from 605% to 8%
higher in compression than tell,s,ion (13). Their coupons were
cylindrical in "'form w1'th a leng"th to diameter ratio ranging
up to sixo
It has been noted by others that cold working tends to
produce a gradually rounded stress-strain ourve with a
I
higher yiel~ stress in compression than in tension very
likely(ll) 0
The moduli of elas'ticity rOl:'. compresslqn and tension
coupons were found to be essentially the same in these tests.
This was also found to be the situation in the. tests by
others <> ..
The values obtained for the strain hardening m6dulti~
and stra~n h~rd~n1~g strain in t$nsion and compression do
not show any de~in1tet,re~ationshipo,This ca;n be seen in
Figo 260 The average values in comp~esslon are b0th.hi~her
and lower than the tension values,o
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In compression testing a chQice has to be made whether
to use supported or unsupported couponso Each method has
its advantages and d1sadvantageso The ~hort unsupported
coupons have a tendency to give high yield stress values
due to the smallness of coupons and thus a gras'tar e.ffect
of oold 'Working during the .fabrication or the coupons o ,;W1th
supported coupons there "is the possibility 'that 'too much
support ~ay be ~iveno I£ this occurs, the~increase in
thickness of the codpbn tinder axi.i load 'is prevented,
thereby lessening the axial shortening u~der a given load~
Hence, there will be an increase in the apparent yield
str'ess 9 an,d elastic modulus 0 This eff'eet would 'be" more
serious for thi~ker coupons (14)0 At high stresses or in
the plastic range this condit'ion would' have a- greater eff'ect
The readings obtained from the Huggenberger ga'ges were
generally very goodo The ~ow values of the modulus ob~
tained on coupons SP~l and SP~3 was probably due to the
coupo~s being out o£ alignment in the thickness direct1ono
Although the readings appeared gOOd, the misalignment could
not be detected by two gageso Henc8 1 for perfect alignment
four gages should be used with the rectangular couponso
The erroneous values 'were from the short 1 1/8 ino coupon,s
which were very" difficult to aligno
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strain readings obtained from the' SR-4 gages gave,
elastic moduli values or 3lxl06 psi which were rather high
when compared with values obtained from mechanical gages.
However, the compressive elastic moduli obtained with the'
mechanioal gages were approximately the same as the elastic
moduli obtained in tensiono This would seem to indioate
that the ~lastlc modulus in compression is, best obtalned
wi th Hu'ggenberger "or: otiter :me:oihani'eal gages '0
"
range and then switch to the ~ubermeter in the' ~plast10 and
st~ain hardening rangeso
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70 SUMMARY
This section summarizes the It6sults obtained from the
compression testso Any observea property~of the material
is statedo Recommendations on the testing procedure are'
madeo Advan.tages of the various testing equipment ~rf3
mentionedo
10 The heat treated coupons tested showed approxi~
mately 8b5% lower yield strengths than the nonheat treated
coupons in both'tension and compressiono
20 Compression coupons showed 8 to 10% higher yield
stresses than the tension couponso
30 The elastic modulus of steel was approximately the
same in tension and compressiono
40 The yield stress was dependent on the direction of
rolling, however, no con$istent correlation could be estab-
11shedo
50 The strain hardening strain and strain hardening
modulus obtained in compression had the same magnitude and
scatter as the values obtained from the tension testso
60 The final shaping of the short oompression coupons
was performed with a finish surface grindepo This p~ocess
introduced cold working which affected the yield stre,sso
Hence, a fabrioation process int~oducing less cold working
should be used on coupons of small eross-sectioDo
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70 In compression ,testing all strain and load readings
should be taken at zero strain rateo If a valid comparison
is to be made between tensile and compressive ,values this
should also be done in the tension testso
80 The Huggenberger gage proved to b,e the most accurate
o.f the gages in the elastic range, alth0ugh it. was also the
most tedious to US80 Four huggenberger gages should be used
ir possible on the 'sho~t rectangular coupons for determining
elastic modulio The ahort' c'oupons are" 'hard to align and tou'r
gages would :make the al'i'gnmerit" eklsier to per.formo The
Huggenberger gage gives poor readings in the plastic and
strain hardening ranges where large $trains oceuI' since the
gage is very sensitive and frequent resettin.g is necessaryo
90 JUdging by the rather high values obtained in these
tests SR~4 gages should not be used in"~etermining elastic
modulus valueso Other disadvantages of the SR-4 gages are
the time and care needed ror cementing them and" their costo
100 The Hubermeter proved to be 'an excellen,t gage for
the plastic and strain hardening rangeso It should n-ot, be
used in the elastic range, hQwever, sinde it cannot
accurately measure the small strains of this regiono
80 NOMENCLATURE
The yield stress at zero strain rate: nstatio n yield
stresso
The yield"stress level is the average stress during
actual yielding in the plastic rangeo
The strain at the onset of strain hardeningo
The ratio of stress to strain in the strain hardening
rangeo
90 TABLES AND FIGURES
Table lao COMPRESSION COUPON TEST RESULTS {Tc=l to T-5)
Coupon Length A,rea AvgG thic,kness OSy -1£..
ino ~ ino ks! "(lO:lksi)ino'
f
1 2· 3 1+ 5 6
CP-l 20375 001943 002589 44041 30.53
CJ>-.2 20374 001944 002590 42002 31·41
CP-3 2~376 001927 002567 42.68 32086.
01'-4 20376 0 0 1929. 002.568 41005 28077
01'-5 20376 0019)1 0&2573 41074 29077
CP-6 2~376 001935 0.02581 42027 30076Cp.... 7 20376 001920 002559 44094 31077CPc:,6 20375 001934 002579 43~35 31002~9 20376 0019'19 ._0 0 2559 43025 31090$P-l 101245 00.0645.. 002491 43041 18.50~·.SP~2 ~~1~95 00.0643. 002490 44047 2'9.90.,SP-3 101300 O~O645,' O"·~491 4203'2 2400 *~P-4 .101260 00.0638.
.0. 0 2490 44ot5 30.15rSP-;5 .101.255 000640 0'02492 45. 2' 30015Sp.'.6 101)10 OoOp36. Oo~9l . ' 44;'.. 60 29 •. 10'W~I 2037$ O~1210 001·10 470.50 28.50W~II 20 374 0.1228 0.1636 51.20 ... -29030W~'III 2037~ 001290- 0. 0 16,01 53000 ' 28.90F~I'," .. 2.37 ' 0.1501, O~20'O~ 4°".00 31 •. 20t-II 2.37$ 0.l4.65'
I 0.1954 39.$0 27.0.F-III ~~377 0.1492 .' 0.1989 41·4° 29.8
'Es·t
(lOJks1)
7
0 0 465
1 .00389
0 0 370
0·443 .0.•$$0 .
est
(ino/~n0 )
8
0.0180
0.0229
0 0 0229
0.0229
O•.OJ.80
f\)
+;-
Q)
o
f-J
.0
* Not used in computing average values 1-~
o
Table Ibo COMPRESSION COUPON TEST RESULTS !T=l to T~5) f\)~
OJ
o
Coupon
1
CP-=-l
CP-2
CP-3
CP-4
-cP-5
Cp-6
CP--7
cp-8
CP-9
SP-l
~~"'2
~P"'3
$pe.4
8P-5
Sp-6
\V-I
'W~II
W--III
}i'-I" "
F-II
F-III
Orientation to
rolling
(degrees)
2
45
45
45
o
o
o
90
90
90
o
,90
o
90
90'
-0 .
o
o
o
o
o
o
Origin
3
T-4
T-2
T~3
T-l
T~5-
T~4
T-3
T-5
T';'2
IT-4
T-4X-4
T--2
T~2
T-2
ST3134025
II
n
off
-"
fI
Gage
4
3-21
8-21
-S~21
Huggehbergar
n
tI
8-21
AB-5
A~-5
Huggenbergar
It
U"
tt
11- ~
n
Huggeno"ergar
Hnbermeter
n
n
, It
n
stress relieving
5
None
ff
..tt
tf
n
"It
If
It
n
f.t
u
U
II-
II
n
1f
n
It
ft
It
f-J
o
I
..r:-
J-'
Table 2ao COMPRESSION COUPON TEST RESULTS (T~6 to T~lO) t\)
..r=-
Q)
0
Coupon Length Area AvgQthickness (Jay E Est -est . ,.....0
ino ino.2 inc ksi .(103ksi) (103ksi ) (ino/ino)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
AP-l 20375 001872 002499 39052 2607°*
J\P-2 20375 001872 002498 40~70 29031.
AP-3 20375 001872 002498 43070 2809 00814 Oc01475
AP-4 20375 001874 002502 43020 2802 00621 0 0 01490
AF~5 20375 001869 002498 43 080 2907 00504 0001595
AP-6 ,20375 0.1871 002499 43080 2906 00464 000170
AP-~ 2037$ 001868 002495 43040 30.6 00466 0001475
.AP- 20374 O~1874 0 0 2501 42040 30.04 00509 0001310
AP-9 20374 001870 002498 430 00{:o 2903 00544 000135
AP-IO 20375 0 0 1871 002500 40000 p 30 04 00624 0001475APC3.11. 20374 001867 002499 39050 2907- 0.604 000166
AP-12 20374 0 0 1871 002500 40050 2800 00510 0001585AP-13 20374 0 0 1869 0 0 2499 40070 3002 Oo~7 OQ01490
.AP--14 20375 0 0 1870 0 0 2500 43~OOiE- 3106 00·95 0001550AP-15 2 0374 001871 002500 39080, 3100 00587 0001410W~IV 20]75 000850 ,0 0 1132 40020·-' 30 04 00798 0 0 0230V-V 2tt375 040892 O~1190 43000 3300
w-vt a~375 000851 001135 45~8 29~4W-V~I
-20374 0. 0849 001130 4600 2901 0 0 524 0001.69
* Not used. in computing a'verage values
I
..r=-
I\)
Table 2ao "C,OMPRESSION COUPON T]~ST RESULTS (T~6 to T-IO) (-Cont 1 d) f\J
+:-
OJ
Q
rCoupon Length Area AvgQthicknes8 (jay E -Est est f-J0
!no in0 2 ino ksi .(103ksi) (103ksi) (ino/ino)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
8-I 10126 0&0021 002494 4406 3203 00682 00012
8-1I lct125 000621 002493 4304 30~5,
a--III 10126 000621 0,,2490 114501 3103 00621 000085
S-IV 10125 000621 002492 4404 2903
s~v 1'1126 000622 -002495 42065 2903 00715 000115
S--VI 10125 0.00621 002492 44010 2905 00·694 0000755
a-VII 1 0 126 000621 OQ2492 43QIO 2907 0 0 652 0001145
S-VIII 1 0 126 000622 002495 4208 3002 00624 0 0 0125
S-IX" . 1~1.26 ··000622 002494 ·4308 260 6 ~} 00491 000114
S-'X -- 10126 0 0 0621 002494 4401 2801 00785 0001370
S-~I 10125 0 0 0622 002494 4301 2800 00605 000149
'$-X~II 10126 0 0 0621 Oo2~90 43.3 )009 00437 0 0 0140
F-IV" .. 2-376 0.1267 0.1 93 37.5 2900F-V 20373 0.1193 0 0 1596 38.6 27·0 0.602 0.0180
F-VI 2.• 374 0.-1230 0.1650 39.0 30.0
F--VII 20375 O~1250 0.1671 41.1 28.8 0.685 000156
* Not used in ccmputing average values
I
..J::"'"
w
Table 2bo COMPRESSION COUPON T~T RESULTS (T~6 to T-IO)
Orientation to
roll-ing
'Coupon (degrees) Origin Gage stress relieving
1 2 3 4 5
AP-l 0 T~8 Huggenb ergar heat treatment
AP"2 0 T-8 n u tf
AP-) 90 T--1O Hubermeter None
AP-4 90 T~lO n n
AP-5 0 T-IO ff ff
AP-6 0 T--1O u n
AP~7 0 T-7 It tt
.AP-8 90 T-7 n n
AP~9 0 T-S tt n
AP-1.0 0 T~8 n heat treatment
AP-ll 0 T-8 n··- n n
.AP-12 0 T-8 n It II
AP-13 0 T-9 tr
"
n
.AP..14 -0 ,T-9
"
u n
AP..1.5 0 T-9 rr If
"W.-IV \ O· 6JriJ404 n Tf n
W..y 0 tr Huggenberger n n
-W--VI ,0 n n None
Ti-VII 0 tt Hube:rmeter
"
f\)
-J::7
en
o
f-J
o
1
~
Table 2b 0 C'OMPRESSION COUPON T.EST RESULTS ,(T~6 to T~lO) (Cont I d)
Orientation to
rolling
Coupon (degrees) Origin Gage stress relieving
1 2 3 4 5
S-I 90 T-9 Huggenberger heat treatment
3-1I 90 tf n rr ft
8--1-11 90 n Hubermeter n It
S-IV 0 n Huggen.bergar n n
~ S-v 0 n Hubermeter It n
S-VI 0 u t! <'ft n
S--VII 0 n n u tt
S-VIII 0 n ff n n
S-IX~ . 0 tr fJ II l1
s-x 0 T-8 rr It It
's-;XI 0 rt tt n ff
g-XII 0 It t1 II ff
F-IV" 0 6Jro404 Huggenberger u uF-V 0 n Hubermeter n
"F-VI 0
" Huggenberger NoneF-VII 0 1f n n
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Table 30 TENSION ,COUPON TEST RESULTS .(T-l to T-5)
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Taken from Designation
9
of Area
~_ Reducto
____' _' __ -' 0
f-J
o
~ 3,~ .~ 1+ ,,' -.'~ 5 .'-. .'- ., 6 -. r: 7 8
Gsy au E Est est %
(J,rsi) Orsi) (103 kai) (10J ksi) lino/ino }:Elonp::ation
21
Plate
Pe-l
}>c-2
Pc-3
Pc-4
Pc-5
'1"0-6
-Pc-7'
Average
3908 60.2 30 .7 - - 31.3
38.8 5909 27.9 0.701 00022 30.3
58.4 28.2 - - 28~O
3906 59.3 28.9 0.542 0 0 °3° 33.1
39.h 6004 ')0.0 - -- 30.0
4008 6001 2809 0.555' 0.015 33,.,0
3908 59 0 4 2904 ,,-00,630 0 0 018 33.4
3907 59.7 2901 0 0 607 O~021 131.3
61.6
161.3
6'0·4'
5902
58.5
60.8
6,,20'4
60,06
Fe-l 39.2 59.5 36.2* - - 31.3 58.7Fc-2 ~36·4 56.9 3°.5~ - - 28.~ i 58.9sti:f:fener 36.3 56.9 31.1 31•. 58.6 1----:rC- 4 - -~lange 1'0-' 310.3 58 •. 7 31·3 0.828 0.016 30.1 61.2
·-"-rc-"5 38"~4 59~4 30.7 0.68.9 00017 29.7 6300Avep8ge 37.5 58.3 3009 O~759 0.017 30.2 6001
We-l 47.0 63.7 29.2
- - 22.8 5403stiffener Wc-2 ~f 45.5 63·4 31.2 0.590 0.020 23.8 5106Web 'We-3 46.6 63.1 30 .7 - 0.600 0.022 22.5 51.6Ave'rage 46·4 6.3·4 30 .4 0.595 0.021 23.0 52.5
I
+:-Weighted Average 4°·0. 59 •. 9 2.9.6 0.632 0'0 0020 30.2 59.6
* This value was not used' in obtaining the average ~

Table 40 TENSION ·COUPON TEST RESULTS (T-6 to T-IO)
f\)
+=-OJ
(jay C1U :E 'Est Est . 'fa %R~dlietQ 0Coup:oJfs Coup6n~ §-J
Taken FFom NUIl1ber -(k~i ) (ksi) (lOJksi) ,(lO-"'ksi) {in~/ino ) Elongation o:f A.rea 0
1 2 - 3 ~- ., 1+ '" "5 6 7 8 9
Annealed
S,t'I:ffener Fe-9 31~7 48 0.0 3306 00449 00022 30 0 5 5903
~lange' Fe·--ll 3407 4903 3301 00615 00019 2704
Average 3302 4806 3.304 Oo53~ 0 0 020 2.9 0 0 5903
.A.s Delivered
Wc~4 40Q9 6700 3406 00481 OOc017 2505 4609Wc-5 3806 6204 29~i 00356 0 0 021 3302 5001St1f,fener Wc-6 40~1 6000 28 0 00592 00029 2808 4505Web Wc-8 42~'O 64.02 3202 00574 00030 2906 5306We-=-9 . 360.8 6000 e;=t
- - 3008 6005
Wc--lO 5907 5909 2901 00465 Oo02p 3307 57.00
~.~e:ra,ge 390·7 62.2 30.8 0'·494 00025 30.• 3 5203• f"'! '
Annealed
Sti.fi'ener We-? 34·8 . 5407 30 •.4 0.731 0.029 29 0 0
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FIG. I STRESS - STRAIN CURVE GRAPHICAL
DEFINITION OF TERMS
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Specimen
T-I T-2 T-5 T-4 T-3
C C C' C C
t3l1 t
51"
PLATES
CI T-I T-I cl T-2 T-2 CI T-5 T-5
T"'I IC T-J T-2 Ic T-2 T-5 Ic T-5
STIFFENERS
NOTE;S:
L : LENGTH OF PANEL = 581/2 inches
C : RESERVE PIECES FOR TENSION AND
COMPRESSION COUPONS
NO SCALE
FIG.2 SPECIMENS T. -I THROUGH T - 5 PLUS
ST3B4.25
248010
23 11 6" +-
-
58.5" I 50.5" 50.5" ~I" 50.5" I 50.5"
I I
Specimen
T - 6 T-7 T-IO R T-9 T-8
C C C C C
51"
l;1I±
PLATES
58.511 58.5 11 1611 58.5 11 58.5 11 611 58.'5" 58.5"
T 6 T- IT T 6 i T- []] T 6 I T-6 I I
6Jr,4.4
50.5 11 1 50.5" J2711 '1 50.5" J 50.5" 150.5" I 50.5" 12711 1 50.5 11 150.5" I
T - 7 I T - 7 I CIT - 7 I T - 7 I T - 10 I T - 10 I CiT - 10 I T - 10 I
I
9 I --9 []] T-9 i :-9 :-0 I T-O [[] : -a I I-a I
STIFFENERS
NOTE:
C : RESERVED PIECES FOR TENSION AND COMPRESSION COUPONS
NO SCALE
FIG.3 SPECIMENS T-6 THROUGH T-IO PLUS 6 Jr. 4.4
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FIG.4 COMPRESSION JIG
248010
FIG.5 TEST EQUIPMENT AND COUPON
I. COUPON
2.COMPRESSION JIG
3. HUBERMETER
4.SUBPRESS
-53
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B
a = gage foctor
Subscript 2 for member Be
E = coupon strain
*E = sum of absolute
bending strains
EA = elastic modulus of
aluminum
Subscript I for members
AS 8 CDA
=:JLo=I/il
o '-contact Screws
=
b) * Me = PL1t2E :--EI2 EAI2
~Lo
_ Et * _LII 2 [~+~Jc) PL 1 = 2L2 L2 L1 d) aI - ~ -
3EAI1 +
Lo t2 311 I 2EAI 2
The goge foctor a is obtoined by connecting one SR - 4 gaoe as the active and the
other as the dummy go gel Temperature changes have a negligible effect on strain
readings; for example a 100 F temperature change gave an e* =0.000006 on the
Hubermeter designed.
FIG.6 HUBERMETER DESIGN EQUATIONS
Ot't.
2
Lo =1/2
@ (t2 = 1/4 II t b2 = 1/2
11
, L 1 = 2 II )
'D' (t ='I II b =31: II L =2 II )\!Y 2 4 1 2 8 • I
© (t =II" b =3l 11 L =211 tI)C 2 4 1 2 8 1 I '4
@ (t2 =14 II , b2 =3/8
11
, L1 =21/2
11
)
t=\ (t =11 II b =3l 11 L =4 II )~ 24' 28' I
<D (t2 =1/5 II ,b2 =3/8 11 , L 1 =5 II )
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FIG.7 DESIGN GRAPH II FOR HUBERMETER
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12 t- \ I/REGION OF DESIGN VALUES
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FIG.8 DESIGN GRAPH I FOR HUBERMETER
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FIG.9 HUBERMETER
FIG.IO HUBERMETER CALIBRATION
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FIG.12 HUGGENBERGER EXTENSOMETER CALIBRATION
FIG.13 COMPRESSION JIG
248 0 10
G~t
G~b
4.5tsLiG + 2b
-60
0---
L
~O---~
~b--4
G = gage length
b = width of coupon
L = length of coupon
t thickness of coupon
FIG.14 UNSUPPORTED COUPON DIMENSION REQUIREMENTS
FIG.15 TEST COUPON
248010
FIG.16 TEST SET-UP FOR IYe" COUPON
FIG.I? TEST SET-UP FOR II/~' COUPON
-61
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FIG. 18 TEST SET-UP FOR 2 3/ 8 II COUPON
FIG.19 TEST SET-UP FOR 2 3/ 8 II COUPON
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FIG. 20 STRESS ~STRAIN CURVE OF AVG. VALUES, PLATES
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FIG.-21 AVG. STRESS - STRAIN CURVES, ST3B4.25 COUPONS
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FIG.22 AVG. STRESS - STRAIN CURVES, 6 Jr. 4.4 COUPONS
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FIG.23 AVG. STRESS-STAIN CURVES, 6 Jr. 4.4 COUPONS
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6Jr 4.4( w ) I i t=I COMPRESSION
6 Jr 4.4 ( f )
ST384.2 5( w )
I -
ST 384 .25( f )
Plates T-6 to T-IO
I
i f = flange(5 )
Plates T-6toT-10 w= webI
s =stress relieved
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FIG.24 AVERAGE VALUES OF YIELD STRESS
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FIG.26 AVG. STRAIN HARDENING MODU-LUS
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